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For any group r and any integer K 2, 0 a characteristic subgroup lu,(r) is 
defined having the following significance. If I’ is the automorphism group of a 
reduced abelian p-group, p > 5, whose Kth Ulm invariant isfk then lpk(I’) < 
‘u, : ,(F) and Yl,+,(r)/Y’,(r) is the full (either general or projective) linear group 
of degree fk over the prime field of characteristic p. 
1. IXTRODL~CTI~~ 
Throughout the following, p is a prime 2 5. I-I. Leptin has shown that 
two abelian p-groups G and H arc isomorphic whenever their automorphism 
groups Aut G and Aut II are isomorphic [9]. Therefore, given r = -4ut G 
as an abstract group one must be able to completely describe G. Unfortunately 
we do not know how most of the more intrinsic properties of G-like being a 
direct sum of cyclics, totally projective, or of a certain length h-are reflected 
in f. Until now we did not even know how to read off the Ulm (-Kaplansky) 
invariants of G given I’as an abstract group [4, p. 2751. 
In this article we shall present a solution to this problem for those Clm 
invariants that correspond to finite ordinals. Given a group X, WC shall 
define, for each integer K > 0, a characteristic subgroup U,(X) by purely 
group theoretical means (cf. (6.12)). In the c<asc where X := r is the auto- 
morphism group of some reduced abelian p-group it will turn out that 
Y”(r) < Y,(r) < a.- << Yk(r) :: Y&)(f) < **. 
is an ascending sequence of characteristic subgroups of I’ (cf. (6.14)). The 
h-th factor ‘P~.,l(~)jY,J~) of this sequence will reveal the kth Ulm invariant 
fk of G as follows. Let 17 denote the maximal normal p-subgroup of r. Then, 
for every integer K > 0, 
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(cf. (6.14)). In part icu ar, 1 if Lr is not of finite exponent (which is equivalent 
to G being unbounded (cf. (2.2)), then for each integer K > 0, 
~dVJ’&‘> e GW, 9 P) 
(cf. (6.16)). 
By construction (6.12), all the ul,(r) are characteristic subgroups of F 
and hence normal. It follows that the Ulm invariants of G corresponding to 
finite ordinals are in fact determined by the normal structure of Aut G. 
This answers a question in Problem 92 of [4, p. 2761 in the affirmative in the 
case where G has no elements of infinite height. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Notation and terminology concerning abelian groups will be standard and 
mostly those of [2, 4, 81. Throughout this article, G is some reduced abelian 
p-group, p > 5, of a certain length h. The terms “Ulm factor” and “Ulm 
invariant” are used in the sense of [8]. For an ordinal 0 < p < /\, the pth 
Ulm factor of G is 
UJG) = p“G[p]/y:‘G[p]. 
The pth UIm invariant of G is the rank of U,(G) and is denoted by f,(G) 
orfo * 
Mappings will be written to the right. We may not distinguish between 
different identity mappings and write 1 instead of lG . Throughout this 
paper r = Aut G will denote the automorphism group and End G the 
endomorphism ring of G. We shall use complex-notation, i.e. if Z, d are 
subsets of End G then 
/Ye A = (a-6: UC-Z, SEA}, 
Z-i-A =={u+~:uE~,SEA~, 
and we let I -j- 2’ = {lc;} + L’. Furthermore, 
CL.(A) = {c~ E 2’: US = 8~. for all 6 E A). 
If II is a subgroup of G, in symbol H < G, we define 
AM H x (6 E End G: HE -_ 0}, 
Ann G/H = {E E End G: GE < H}, 
and 
Fix E-I = I’ n (1 + Ann Ii), 
Fix G/H -= r n (1 + Ann G,!Z1). 
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Thus, using the customary notation for restriction mappings, 
and 
Fix G/H == {y E r: 1iy < N and y / (G/H) = 1). 
If X is a group we adopt the standard notation O,(X) to denote the maximal 
normal p-subgroup of X. If X is a p-group and k is an integer, then Q,(X) 
is the subgroup of X generated by all x E X such that xYli = 1. The center of 
X is denoted by Z(X), both when X is a group and a ring. 
A number of facts on automorphisms and endomorphisms will be used 
frequently. They arc collected here for convenience of reference. 
(2.1) The center of End G. The center of End G consists precisely of all 
multiplications with p-adic integers [4, p. 2261. The center of .l’ consists of all 
multiplications with p-adic units [4, p. 2621. If 6 E Z(End G) and 0 f x E G 
such that XS - 0 then S is no unit and S =- p * p for some p E Z(End G); 
in particular, 6 E Ann G[p]. If c E End G such that XE E- (x) whenever (x> 
is a direct summand of G then c E Z(End G)[5, p. 2011. 
(2.2) The normal p-subgroups of r. Let IZ = O,(r) be the maximal 
normal p-subgroup of r and let, for k > 0 an integer, I;r, = Q,(n). We 
have shown in [6, pp. 412,410] that 
II = n Fix U‘,(G) n u 
[ 1 [ Fixp’*G . O@<A o<n<w 1 
For y E Il and 0 < K an integer the conditions ypli -= 1 and y 1 pkG =:-: 1 are 
equivalent 110, p. 1011. Thus, for every integer k > 1, 
n, = 37 n FixpkG = Fix pkG n n Fix C’,(G). 
O<n<k 
For m 3 0 an integer, pna-l-lG + 0 if and only if iPm -f- 1. 
(2.3) LEM.MA. Let n > 1 be an integer. Then every en&morphism of p”G 
can be extended to ati endomorph&m of G. 
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of Lemma 1 in 
[3. p. 1231. It sufllccs ‘to verify (2.3) for the case 11 7 1. Let (bi E EndpG 
and let &, (a,} be a basic subgroup of G. For each i E I, pick bi E- G such 
that pai& = pb, . Define 4: G -+ G as follows. If 0” E G then them are unique 
ij E I, unique integers kj and a unique pg’ E pG such that 
g = k,ail -I- .** + k,ai, +pg’, 0 <hi <p. 
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Then q5 is well defined and 4 1 pG = $r . Th e reader easily verifies the fact 
that $ is a homomorphism. 
Throughout this article, B will denote the set of integers. 
3. CENTRALIZING EKDOMORPIIISMS 
In this section p may be any prime 
The determination of the center of Q,(O,(r)) and its centralizer are based 
upon the following fact. 
(3. I) THEOREM. Let @ f.Z’cEndG,andlet S-LzGcr and T= 
ntiz ker u. Suppose that for each s E S there exist h E G, C < G, and CJ E C 
such that G = (h) @ C, ho = s and CO = 0. Then 
Crrndc(Z) = Z(End G) -/- (Ann S n Ann G/T). 
Proof. In order to show that 
C,,,,(z’) > Z(End G) -j- (Ann S n Ann G/T) (3.2) 
it suffices to prove Ann S n Ann G/T < CEna o(Z). Let r E Ann 
S n Ann G/T and a E 2:. Then 
and 
G-r -G T, si- = 0 
Consequently, 
and 
Go 5.; S, To = 0. 
Gm < To -= 0 
Hence T(T = (~7, establishing (3.2). 
In order to prove the reverse inclusion, let 7 E Cane&Z). We claim that 7 
induces a central endomorphism in S. Let s E S. Then there’exist u E Z and a 
decomposition 
G = (h) @ C 
OfGsuchthatha = sand& = O.LetnEZandcECsuchthat 
hr = nh + c. 
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Then 
ST = hUT = hm = (nh ‘.- c) u = nhu + 0 
= ns. 
Hence, for all s E S, ST E (s) and it follows (cf. (2.1)) that 
T 1 S E Z(End S). 
Since central endomorphisms are multiplications with p-adic integers, there 
exists TT E Z(End G) such that r / S = rr 1 S and hence, (r - rr)] S = 0 or 
(T -a)[ S~ihnS. Thus 
The proof will be completed once we show that 7 E Ann G/T. Since r and v 
centralize 2, so does 7. Hence, for all 0 E 2, 
This together with v E Ann S implies 70 = 0 and 
It follows that 
as desired. 
Gq < ker a for all u E Z. 
Gv < n ker 0 = T 
0E.z 
(3.3) THEOREM. Let .Z and P be nonempty subsets of End G such that 
C,,,,(Z) = Z(End G) + P. 
Suppose that P contains no monomorphism and Pa Z(r) C P. Then 
c&q = z(r) * [r n (1 + P)]. 
Proof. Clearly, P L C,,,,(Z) implies 1 + PC C,,,.&) and hence 
Z(r) . [r n (1 + PI1 G G,,,(q n r = C&). 
In order to prove the reverse inclusion let y E C,(Z). Then y centralizes 2 
and by hypothesis 
y=n+p where 7~ E Z(End G), p E P. (3.4) 
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Since p E P is not manic there exists x E G of order p such that xp = 0. 
It follows from (3.4) that 
xy = x(?r -I- p) = .wr E (x) 
and, since y E r is manic, 
0 # (XT) : : (x). 
Hence, n E Z(End G) is manic and 
7~ E Z(End G) n r - Z(T). 
This, together with (3.4) implies 
y = 7r(l -I- ?7-‘p) =- r(l $ pr-1) 
where 7r E Z(r) and 
1 -(_ p71.--’ = 7r-ly E r n ( 1 + PZ(P)) 
Crn(l +P), 
completing the proof. 
(3.5) COROLLARY. Assume the hypothesis and notation of (3.1). If Z # 0 
then 
C,(Z) = Z(r) - (I’n [l -k Ann S n Ann G/T)]). 
Proof. Put P = Ann S n Ann G/T and apply (3.1). Observe that 
S-C& GU f- 0 since Z -# 0, and use (3.3). 
4. AUTOMORPHISMS CENTRALIZING n, 
Let, as above, 
Ilk = FixpkG n (I Fix U,,(G) 
OQ 
be the subgroup of n = O,(r) consisting of all elements of order at most pk. 
If pkG 1 0 then IT =1 Ii’, = fli-, (cf. (2.2)). Thus, we may assume without 
loss of generality, that 
pkG f 0. 
In order to simplify the notation, let 
Zk = Annp”G n n Ann U,(G). 
OS:?3 
(4.‘) 
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By induction on k one verifies that every element in Z;, is nilpotent. Hence 
II, == Fn(l +&.. -- 1 +z*. (4.2) 
(4.3) PROPOSITIOX. Let k 3 1 suck that pkG .$ 0. Then x,,2i GO :- 
GWI ad fhk ker a =: pkG. For each s E G[p’“] there exist h E G, C < G, 
andaEZ;.suchthatG=(h)@C,h~=s,andCu=O. 
Proof. For the proof of the last part let s E G[pk]. Since p”G #: 0, G 
has a decomposition 
where O(h) 
From 
and 
G - (h) @ C 
p* > pn+r. There exists u E End G such that 
ha = s 
cu q = 0. 
G[ p] a = ( p”-lh) u - (pm-%) 
.< p”G 
p”Ga = (pkh) cr = <p”s> = 0, 
together with (4.1) we obtain u E & as desired. It follows that 
G[pk] < C Ga. (4.4) 
Since & c Annp”G we have paGa = 0, and thus Ga < G[pk] and p”G < 
ker u for all u E Zk . Consequently, Cfl;Ez,c Go < G[pkJ, which implies equality 
in (4.4), and 
pkG < n ker u. 
OE.rk 
The proof will be completed once we show that for each a E G\pkG there 
exists 7 E Z;: such that a7 fi 0. If B is a basic subgroup of G then G -= 
B f p”G. Hence a 6 pkG implies that G has a decomposition 
such that, for some n EZ, 
G = (b) @ H 
a = p”b + x where p”b $ pkG, x E Ii. 
Let O(b) = pz and put I = min{k, Z}. It follows from (4.5) that 
(4.5) 
n < r. (4.6) 
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We construct the endomorphism 7 of G as follows. If K > 1 then p% = 0 
and 0 + pkG = : pkH; in this case pick any y E I-1 of order p’ 3 pk+l. If k < 1, 
put y = b and t = 1. In either case, O(pt+y) = p’ < pz = O(6). Define 
TEEnd Gby 
bv = f-Y, 
HT = 0. 
Using (4.5) we obtain 
Hence, by (4.6), a~ # 0. We claim that n EC, . Since I > r and in either 
case t 2 k --/- 1, we have 
G[p] rl I= (pl-lb+ = (P’-+.-‘~) 
< pt.-‘G < p”G. 
Ry construction, k 2 r and therefore 
ph’+ y (pkb) :-: (pk-i t-7~) = 0. 
Hence, using (4.1), 77 E 2;, , completing the proof. 
(4.7) COROLLARY. If pkG + 0 then 
C,,,,(Zk) -: Z(End G) f (Ann G[pg] n Ann G/pkG). 
Proof. If k = 0 then Zk = 0 and Ann G[pk] = End G = Ann G/pkG 
so that (4.7) is satisfied. For k 2-z 1 apply (3.1) and (4.3). 
It follows from [lo, p. 1021 that for E E End G the condition Q cpk End G 
is equivalent to the requirement that G[p”] E == 0 and GE < p”G. Thus 
pk End G = Ann G[pk] n Ann G/p”G, (4.8) 
and we can restate (4.7) as follows. 
(4.9) COROLI.ARY. If pkG # 0 then C andG(Zk) =-: Z(End G) i-pkEnd G. 
(4.10) COROLLARY. Let k > 1 be an integer suck that pkG f 0. Then 
Cr(Lrk) = Z(F) * (1 )- pk End G). 
Proof. Clearly, using (4.2), 
c,tnk) = cl-(zk,). 
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By hypothesis k > 1 which implies 1 + p’; End G < r [IO, p. 1021. Apply 
(3.3) and (4.9). 
Throughout the following, let 2 = Z(r) denote the center of r. 
(4.11) LEMMA. For any integer k 2 1, 
flk n [Z . (1 7 prL End G)] = (fl, n Z) * (1 -+- (p” End G)[P~]). 
Proof. If u l p” End G such that p ‘io-Othenk>,limplies-~oc-~ 
[lo, p. 1021 and 1 + D E Fix pkG n Fix G[p”] :< 171, (cf. (2.2)). Thus 
nk n [Z 1 (1 -I- p” End G)] 3 (D, n Z) * (1 L (p” End G)[p”]). 
In order to establish the reverse inclusion let y 7 1 --1- r E III; , 5 E 2, and 
E E End G such that 
Then 
and 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
Hence 
7 :: (5 - 1) --tp% * 5 
and (4.13) implies 
0 = p$ :T p”({ - 1) .T p=< . 5. 
Thus 
p2ke 2 -7p”(( - 1) . c-1 
and, since [ E Z(End G), 
p2ke E Z(End G) n p2k End G. 
Using (2.1) one verifies easily that, for every integer 71, 
Z(End G) n p” End G =:I p’LZ(End G). 
Hence, (4.14) implies the existence of p E Z(End G) such that 
and 
p2”< :7 p2kP 
for some CJ E End G such that pko -- 0. It follows that 
and 
u = p% - pk~ E (p” End G)[pk] 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
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From (4.12) we obtain 
y = ((1 +- P”e) = t-(1 +P”p)(l + 4 
and, since 4 and p are central, 
y = S’(l + u) for some 5’ E Z(r). (4.16) 
In view of (4.16) and (4.15), it remains to show 5’ en, and 1 + (I E 17, . 
This follows from the fact that y EI~, , (4.16), and, using (4.15) and k > 1, 
1 + u E 1 + (pk End G)[pk] < FixpkG n Fix G[pk] 
(4.17) COROLLARY. Let k > 1 be an integer such that pkG # 0. Then 
Z(flk) = (nk n Z(r)) . (1 + (p” End G)[p”]). 
Proof. (4.10) and (4.11). 
5. THE CENTRALIZER OF Z(l7,) 
The purpose of this section is to prove the following result. Again, 
n;, == i&(0,(~)). 
(5.1) THEOREM. Let k > 1 be an integer such that pkG # 0. Then 
C,(Z(Lf,)) = Z(T) * FixpkG - (1 + p7: End G). 
The proof of this will be based mainly upon the results of Section 3. Let 
/1, = (pk End G)[p”]. (5.2) 
Then by (4.17), assuming the hypothesis of (5.1), 
and, clearly, 
Z(l7,) = (ZI, n Z(F)) * (1 -I- A,) (5.3) 
cdz(nk)) = cI-(Ak). 
Note that 
A, = Ann G[p’;l n Ann G/pkG n AnnpkG 
(cf. (4.8) and (5.2)). 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
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(5.6) PROPOSITION. Let k > 1 be an integer such that p”G f 0. Then 
Ln, GE = I’~G[P’I ami hena ker E =: p’;G + G[pk]. For each s ~pkG[pk] 
there exist hEG, C < G and EEEndG such that G = (h)@C, he ==s, 
and CE == 0. 
Proof. In order to prove the second statement, let s ~pliG[@]. If G is 
bounded, pick h E G of maximal order; if G is unbounded pick h E G 
generating a direct summand of order at least pzk. Let O(h) = pm. In the first 
case, p”G = 0 and s gpkG implies pm-4 E pm--it * pkG y=- p”G = 0; in the 
second case, m - k > k and s E G[pk] implies P”-~s = 0. Hence, in either 
case, 
p”-ks = 0, (5.7) 
and G has a decomposition 
G = (h) @ C, O(h) = p” 3 p’c+l. 
Define E E End G by 
l’hen, by (5.7), 
he = s, CE = 0. 
and 
G[pk] E = (pm-Ph) E = (pm-%) = 0 
GE = (h) E = (s) < pkG[pk]. 
Thus, using (5.5), E E (1, as desired. It follows that 
pkG[ p”] < c GE. 
f-e‘+ 
(5.8) 
Since Annp”G == Ann G/G[pk], (5.5) implies 
GE < G[pk] n pkG = pkG[pk] 
for every E E (1,. Hence, CC+ GE .< pkG[pk] which implies equality in (5.8). 
It remains to prove that 
n kern =pkG+G[pk]. 
CE‘Q 
Clearly, by (5.5), 
p7cG + G[ pk] < n ker E. 
CGA, 
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The proof will be completed once we show that, given any a E G,(p*G f 
G[pk]), there exists 7 E A, such that a~ # 0. Let Q $p”G + G[pk]. Then 
pku $pzkG and, as in the proof of (4.3), G has a decomposition 
G =z (b) @ H 
such that, for some n E Z, 
pka = pk+‘lb + x, pk+nb 4 p2kG, XEH. w 
Clearly, x E pkH, and there exist elements x’ and z in G such that 
a zz p”b f x’ $ z, x’ E H, p% = 0. (5.10) 
Let O(b) -: pm and let 1 = max{m - K, k}. Because of (5.9), K + n < 
min{m, 2/z} and therefore 
n < min{m - k, k} = m - max{m - k, k) = m - Z, 
It follows that 
Define I) E End G by 
61 = pzb, 
Since 13 k and 13 m - k, 
H7j = 0. 
(5.11) 
and 
G7 = (b) rl := (plb) < pkG n G.[pk] 
G[pk] 7 = (p-Q) ,,, = (pm -b) = 0. (5.12) 
Hence, by (5.5), ^ /I ~/l, . We claim that q # 0. By (5.10) and (5.12) 
a7 _- (p”b .+ x’ + z) 7 zz p”b7 = pn-+, 
and (5.11) completes the proof. 
Define 
Pk = AnnpkG[pk] n Ann G,/(pkG + G[p”]). (5.13) 
(5.14) COROLLARY. Under the hypothesis of (5.6), 
&(A,) = z(r) ’ (1‘n [l + pk]). 
Proof. Since p”G # 0 we have (p” End G)[pk] 2 A, f: 0. Apply (3.5) 
together with (5.6) and (5.13). 
(5.15) LEMMA. P, : -: Ann pkG + pk End G. 
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Proof. If E E P, then, by (5.13), 
GE < pkG + G[pk], p”G[pk] E .= 0 
and consequently 
pkGc p < 2kG and (p”G)[ p”] E = 0. 
Thus, by [IO, p. 1021, 
E ipkGEp k . End pkG. 
Since, by (2.3), every endomorphism of pkG can be extended to an cndo- 
morphism of G, 
and it follows that 
E E Ann pkG + pk End G, 
Pk < Ann pkG + pk End G. 
In order to prove the reverse inclusion, let 
Then 
pkG[pkl d < P”G[P’I c + P~G[P~I(PT) 
< pkGo + G[pk](pk7) = 0 
and, using the fact that Ann pk G = Ann G/G[pk], 
G$ ,< Gu -k G(pk7) < G[pk] + p”G. 
Thus, because of (5.13), 4 E P, and 
Ann pkG + pk End G < Pk 
as desired. 
Proof of (5.1). By (5.4), (5.14), and (5.15), 
C,(Z@Ik)) =-= Z(T) * (r’n [l + Ann pkG + p* End Gj). (5.16) 
If u E AnnpkG then pko = 0 and thus up’“~ ...: 0 for all E E End G. It follows 
that 
1 -I- AnnpkG + pk End G = (1 + Annp”G)(l + pk End G). 
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Since K > 1, we have 1 + pk End G < P [IO, p. 1021 and the Dedekind 
Modular Law implies 
Tn(1 +AnnpkG+pkEndG) 
= I’n [(l +Annp’“G)*(l +P”EndG)] 
= [rn(l +AnnpkG)]*(l +pkEndG) 
= FixPkG * (1 $ pk End G). 
This together with (5.16) completes the proof. 
6. THE MAIN RESULTS 
For d a cardinal, GL(d,p) denotes the group of all nonsingular linear 
transformations of a vector space of dimension d over the prime field of 
characteristic p (i.e. an elementary abelian p-group of rank d). The factor 
group of GL(d,p) modulo its center is denoted by PGL(d,p) [7, p. 1771. 
Given A = GL(d, p) or A = PGL(d, p) as abstract groups one determines d 
as follows. If d = 1 then d = 0. Suppose that d f 1 and d is finite. Ifpn is 
the maximal integral p-power dividing i d 1 (or 1 II 1 = 1 d/Z(d)1 .= 
Id \/(p - 1)) then n -1 1 $ 2 + -1. + (d - 1) = [d(d - 1),‘2] [2; p. 2231, 
and d = l/2(1 + [l + 8n]1’2). Supp ose that d is infinite. Then d is infinite 
and d := N, for some ordinal 0 < (T. For any ordinal 0 < v < u, let d, 
be the set of all linear transformations T such that the range space of (T - 1) 
has dimension strictly less than K, . Then every normal subgroup N of d 
either is contained in d, x Z(d) or it has the form N = d, x C where 
C < Z(d) and 1 < Y < (I is some ordinal [I 1, p. 2901. If N < d, x Z(d) 
then either N < Z(d) or N contains the commutator subgroup d,’ of d,, 
which is simple and noncommutative [l, p. 451. Hence d,” = d,‘. Using the 
fact that, for any ordinal CL, 
[l 1, p. 2891, one verifies easily that d’ = A and A,’ = A, for all 1 < v < o. 
It follows that the normal subgroups of A which coincide with their own 
commutator subgroup are precisely those in sequence 
1 < d,’ < A, < ... < A, < A,+l < ... < A,, < A. 
Their images under the natural map 4: A -+ /1 = A/Z(A) are precisely the 
normal subgroups of (1 coinciding with their own commutator subgroup. 
Thus, given A (or II) as an abstract group, WC consider the set of all of its 
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nontrivial proper normal subgroups that are equal to their own commutator 
subgroup. This set is well ordered, contains a last element and, if T denotes its 
ordering type, then T = o $ 1 and therefore 
d = K,-, . 
We are now ready to give a solution to the problem stated in the title. 
Suppose P = Aut G is given as an abstract group. If 17 = O,(r) = 1 then G 
is elementary abelian (cf. (2.2)). Th e rank of G is the only (possibly) nonzero 
Ulm invariantf, = fO(G) of G and r = GL(f, , p). In this case we determine 
f0 as outlined above. Suppose that II + 1. Then, by (2.2), 
PG#O, (6.1) 
and the kth Ulm invariant fk(G) of G is reflected in I’ in the following way. 
(6.2) THEOREM. Let k > 0 be an integer. Then 
The proof of this will be based upon an auxiliary lemma. 
(6.4) LEMMA. Let H = pkG for some integer k 3 0 and let A = Aut H. 
Then 17 1 H = f17, where 17, denotes the maximal normal p-subgroup of A. 
Proof. Observe that G has a decomposition 
G = A @ B where pkG = pkB >, B[p] (6.5) 
[2, p. 991. Using [3, p. 1231, it follows that each 6 E A can be extended to some 
6’ E I’ such that 6’ ] A = 1. This together with (2.2) implies that for each 
6 EU~ there exists 6’ E II such that 6’ 1 H = 6. Conversely 17 1 R < IT,, , 
completing the proof. 
Proof of (6.2). The general case can be reduced to the case k - 0 as 
follows. Let H = pkG and let $: .4ut G ---f Aut H be the restriction mapping, 
i.e. d(r) - y 1 H. Since 4 is an epimorphism with kernel Fix plG we have 
I7 Fix pk+lG Iv &(I” Fix pktlG) $(Il) . +(Fix pk+lG) 
17Fix - +rFFGj- = - dm - 
In the notation of (6.4), 
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and, using [3, p. 1231 again, 
$(Fix @+rG) = Fix pk+l G [ H = Fixd pH, 
where Fix,pH consists of all automorphisms of H fixing pH clementwise. 
Hence, 
H Fix pk+rG HA Fix, pH 
l7Fixp”G N II, ’ 
Since fs(H) = fk(G), the proof will be completed once we show that, for 
arbitrary groups G, 
I7 ‘; pG N GL( f,,(G), p). 
Clearly, FixpG ,< Fix U,(G) for all integers n > 1, and thus 
FixpG = FixpG n 0 Fix U,(G). 
10 
It follows that 
lYl’ n FixpG :=. n Fix UW(G) n FixpG ..-: Fix C;(G) n FixpG, 
(JSfl 
and therefore 
13 Fix pG FixpG Fix pG 
l7 =IInFixpG = Fix us n FixpG N (Fix PG)’ U,(G). (6.7) 
Consider a decomposition (6.5) of G where K z 1. Then G[p] = A @ pG[p] 
and every automorphism of A and hence of 
WG) = G[PI/PG[PI 
can be induced by an automorphism of G that fixes pG elementwise. Con- 
sequently, 
(FixpG)j U,,(G) ::.= Aut U,(G) = GL(f,(G),p), 
and (6.7) completes the proof. 
In view of (6.3), the problem of determining the Urn invariants f,(G) 
of G given r = Aut G as an abstract group reduces to the following: describe 
the groups Fix$+G as abstract subgroups of r without refering back to G. 
In Section 5, such a description was obtained for the groups 2 . FixpkG(l -l- 
p” End G) (see (5.1)). That this is sufficient for our purposes follows from 
(6.3) and the following result. As above, Z == Z(f) is the center of r. 
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(6.8) THEOREM. Let k >, 0 be an integer such that pk+‘G +- 0. Then 
II * Fix p”t-‘G Ii2 Fix pk7’G( 1 i. p . End G) 
l7 . Fix pkG fi fl;! Fixp”G(1 -; p . End G). 
Again, we start the proof with a technical lemma. 
(6.9) LEMMA. Let m 2 1 be an integer such that p”G # 0. Then 
17*FixpmGnZ.(1 -I-p*EndG) <I7. 
Proof. Let y E II, 5 E Z, and E, 7 E End G such that 
‘/(l -I-- T) = q 1 $- pe), p”% = 0. (6.10) 
Since pmG $r 0 there exists x ~p”*G[p] of finite height. Both (1 $ T) and 
(1 $- PC) induce the identity mapping in p”G[p]. Hence xy = xc and 
xy-x=x<-.XE(X), (6.11) 
using the fact that 5 E Z(cf. (2.1)). Since y E 17, the height of x y - x exceeds 
the height of X. Therefore, (6.11) implies xc -- x = 0 and x :.= ml. From 
x + 0 and 5 E 2 we obtain 5 E Fix G[p](cf. (2.1)) and, using (6.10) 
Since 
(1 + T) -1 y-l[( 1 + pe) E (II * Fix G[p]) n Fix p”G. 
17 . Fix G[p] < n Fix U,(G), 
O<Tl 
it follows from (2.2) that 
17 * Fix G[p] n Fixp”G < II. 
Hence, (1 -+ T) EI~ and (6.10) completes the proof. 
Proof of (6.8). Put 
d =II.Z*Fixpk+lG(l $-p*EndG) 
fl.Zv(p”G(1 +p.EndG) 
and observe that FixpkG :< Fixpk-‘-rG. Hence 
I72 Fix pk+lG( 1 -I- p * End G) =: Ii’ * Fix pk+lG * Ii’2 Fix pkG( 1 + p * End G) 
and 
A=--- 
n . Fix pk -1G 
___- 
I7 - Fix pk-(-lG n I7Z Fix pkG( 1 + p . End G) 
17 Fix pk+lG 
= IZEixpk(;~GE’ixZ.(l +p*EndG)] 
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using the Dedekind Modular Law. Since pk+‘G + 0 we may apply (6.9) 
and it follows that 
as claimed. 
d N nFixpk+‘G II Fix pk+lG 
IIFixpkG *II ;-l nFixpkG 
WC are now in a position to define characteristic subgroups of r forming 
an ascending sequence whose factors will reveal the Ulm invariants of G. 
(6.12) DEFINITION. Let X be a group and let I7 = O,(X) be the maximal 
normalp-subgroup of X. If II = 1, define ul,(X) = Z(X); otherwise, let U,(X) = 
I7 * C,(Q,(I7)). For k > 1 
IP”’ + 1, let 
an integer, define Yk(X) = r if I7p’-’ = 1; ;f 
Yk(X) = n * C&4(W) * G(~(Qk(w)). 
(6.13) LEMMA. Let r be the automorphism group of a reduced abelian 
p-group G, p > 5, and17 = O,(r). Then for all integers k > 0, 
Yk(IJ = I7 * Z(r) - Fix pkG * (1 + p * End G). 
Proof. For m > 0, IIPm $; 1 is equivalent to pna+lG # 0 (cf. (2.2)). 
Observe that FixpOG = 1, Fix 0 = r, and, for ,k 2 1, pk End G < 
p * End G. Apply (4.10) and (5.1). 
(6.14) THEOREM. Let r and G be as in (6.13) and let fk denote the k-th 
Ulm invariant of G. Then 
ul,(r) < ul,(r) ,< .-, G ul,(r) < yk+l(r) < “’ (6.15) 
is an ascending sequence of characteristic subgroups of r and, for every integer 
0 < k, 
yk+dr>!yk(r) = $$L-if)p) 
if .Cf@#I, 
if 17Pk=1. 
Proof. Since n and all of the ‘17, are characteristic subgroups of r (cf. 
(2.2)), so are the Yk(r), by construction (6.12); the fact that FixpkG < 
Fixp”+rG together with (6.13) implies (6.15). For the proof of the last 
statement we distinguish a number of cases. If IP” # 1 then by (2.2) 
pk+*G # 0 and (6.14) follows from (6.3) (6.8), and (6.13). If npt - 1 and 
np”-’ = 1 then again by (2.2), pkG = 0 = pP+lG. Thus fk = 0 and, using 
(6.13), ul,(r) = I’ = Yk.,.r(r). Consequently, 
‘u,+,(r)/Y,(IJ = 1 = PGL(0, p) = PGL(f, , p) 
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holds trivially. Suppose that 17~’ : 1 and I@-’ + 1. Then, by (2.2), G 
has exponent p”+l and, by (6.13), ul,.,(T) = r. Since G is bounded, 
1 +- p * End G < 17 and, since 17 < Fix U,.(G) and Uk(G) = pkG, we have 
n :$ FixpkG. Thus, by (6.13), !Pk(T) = K . FixpkG and 
Let 4: r-t Aut p”G be the restriction map. Since 4 is an epimorphism 
[3, p. 1231 with kernel FixpkG, 
Clearly, $(Z) E= Z(Aut ph’G), and since p”G is elementary abelian of rankfk , 
Aut p”G cv GL(f, , p). 
It follows that 
[7, p. 1771 as claimed. 
(6.16) COROLLARY. Let r be the automorphism group of a reduced abelian 
p-group G, where p 3 5. Let II be the maximal normal p-subgroup of lY If Ii’ 
is Twt of jnite exponent then G is unbounded and, for mery integer k 3 0, the 
kth Urn inaariant fk of G is determined by 
GL(f, , P) = Y-‘w.,V)lY49 
Proof. By (2.2), G b is oundcd if and only if O,(T) has finite exponent. 
APPLY (6.14). 
(6.17) COROLLARY. Assume the notation of (6.16). Suppose that r # 1 
and Ill has finite exponent pm 3 1. Then G is bounded of exponent pmtl 3 p 
and fk -= 0 for each integer k > m. The mth Ulm inerariant f,,, of G is deter- 
mined by PGL(f, , p) N Y,,,,,(Il)/ul,(r) and fm # 0. For each integer k < m, 
GL(f, 7 P) = Yn+SW#-)~ 
Proof. Since r -$ 1 we have G f- 0. Apply (2.2) and (6.14). 
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